**4X** - Four special callsigns are expected to be QRV on 25-29 December from different locations: 4X19HNY from Jerusalem, 4X2XMAS from Kfar Nahum (Capernaum), 4X3XMAS from Caesarea and 4X9XMAS from Latrun. QSL via LoTW and eQSL only.

**4X** - Several operators from the Holy Land DX Group will be active as 4X0M from the UNESCO World Heritage site of Masada starting around 07.30 UTC on 4 January until around 06.00 UTC on 6 January. They will operate CW and SSB with two stations on 80-10 metres. QSL via IK2DUW. [TNX NG3K]

**DL_ant** - Felix, DL5XL is active again as DP1POL from the German research station "Neumayer III", Antarctica (AN-016) until February 2019. In his spare time he operates mainly CW and digital modes. QSL via DL1ZBO (direct or bureau) and LoTW.

**E4** - Elvira, IV3FSG will be active again as E44YL from Palestine on 8-18 December. She will operate SSB, RTTY and FT8. QSL via Club Log's OQRS or via IK3GES.

**JA** - Look for JI3DST/6, JS6RRR/6 and JL3YWN/6 to be QRV from Tanega Island (AS-032) from 26 December to 7 January. Activity will be on 80-6 metres SSB, CW, RTTY, FT8 and FM. QSL via Club Log's OQRS. [TNX JI3DST]

**JD1_oaga** - Once again Harry, JG7PSJ will be active as JD1BMH from Chichijima (AS-031), Ogasawara from 17 December to 2 January. He will operate CW, SSB and RTTY on 160-10 metres. QSL via JD1BMH (bureau) or JG7PSJ (direct). See [http://sapphire.es.tohoku.ac.jp/jd1bmh/](http://sapphire.es.tohoku.ac.jp/jd1bmh/) for logsearch and other information. He does not use LoTW.

**KH0** - Chie, 7L3PFH will be active again as KH0TG from Tinian, Mariana Islands (OC-086) from 26 December to 1 January. She will operate CW and SSB on 160-20 metres. QSL direct to JL1UTS. [TNX DX World]

**KL** - Mike, K9AJ and Bruce, KD6WW are planning to be QRV from the Yakutat County Group of Alaska (NA-250, new one for IOTA) on 10-13 May 2019 "+/- local changes". More information is expected in due course.

**OE** - The VIC Amateur Radio Contest DX Club ([http://www.cqdx.ru/4u1a/](http://www.cqdx.ru/4u1a/)) will be active as 4Y1A on 7-11 December for the International Civil Aviation Day, and as 4U1XMAS on 12-31 December. These ones count for Austria for DXCC, and for the Vienna International Centre for the CQ DX Marathon. QSLs via UA3DX, direct or bureau.

**P4** - Ben, DL6RAI has been active again as P4/DL6RAI from Aruba (SA-036) since 29 November, and will remain there until 27 December with a focus on 160 and 80 metres. QSL via Club Log's OQRS, LoTW or via home call. [TNX DX Newsletter]

**PJ2** - Anders, SM4KYN will be active as PJ2/SM4KYN from Curacao (SA-099) from 10 December to 14 January. QSL direct to home call.

**S5** - Special event station S511PMC will be active from 6 December to 6
January 2019 to promote the PMC Contest, sponsored by the Radio Club Slovenj Gradec (S59DCD). All QSOs will be confirmed via the bureau. The International Association of Peace Messenger Cities was established in 1988 to recognize and encourage the role and responsibility cities have in creating a culture of peace. The PMC Contest, promoting contacts between stations located in the Peace Messenger Cities and the rest of the world, will be held on 5-6 January (see http://www.s59dcd.si/ for complete information).

W5 - Look for James, WX4TV and his teenage daughters Faith Hannah (AE4FH) and Hope (KM4IPF) to be active as N4T from Garden Key, Dry Tortugas (NA-079) on 14-17 December. They will be QRV on the HF bands and satellites. QSL via WK1DS. [TNX N2OO]

Access to the main functions of www.425dxn.org is provided by the 425DXN App for Android. It is available on Google Play - free of charge, no ads. Enjoy!

425 DX NEWS MAGAZINE ---> The November 2018 issue is now available for download at http://www.425dxn.org/index.php. [TNX IZ3EBA]

GREEN KEYS NIGHT ---> The Greenkeys online group is dedicated to the restoration and use of vintage mechanical teleprinters and related equipment (the term "greenkeys" itself refers to the color of the keys on Teletype machines): http://mailman.qth.net/mailman/listinfo/greenkeys. The group has announced that the first-ever Green Keys Night (GKN) will be held concurrent with the Straight Key Night on 1 January 2019, from 0000 to 2359 UTC. This is an event, not a contest, and participants are encouraged to call "CQ GKN" and simply make enjoyable, conversational RTTY QSOs. "The use of mechanical teleprinters is preferred, or simply get on the air with the oldest equipment you can scrape together - no brag tapes/files, no pre-recorded messages, but have a real conversation by hand typing it keyboard to keyboard. But even if you don't have any old equipment, do get on the air and have some fun QSOs the old fashioned way!" Email Jeff, WK6I (wk6i.jeff[@]gmail.com) for more information.

TT8KO ---> Ken, LA7GIA has posted the complete story of his unfortunate DXpedition to Chad at http://la7gia.com/Chad/index.html.

TT8KO ---> Ken, LA7GIA has posted the complete story of his unfortunate DXpedition to Chad at http://la7gia.com/Chad/index.html.
C6AQQ       EA5GL       MD4K        G3NKC       VP2MSK      NS7K
C91HP       SM0HPL      MW5B        G3TXF       VP2MZN      AC7ZN
CB1H        XQ1KN       NP2J        K8RF        VP5M        K4QPL
CE2SV       N7RO        NP2X        KU9C        VP9I        WW3S
CE3CT       EA5KB       OA4SS       KB6J        VY2ZM       EA7HBC
CE3WW       XQ4CW       OG60F       OH1NOA      XE2B        EA5OL
CF3A        VE3AT       OHOT        OH2GEK      XR3A        CE3DNP
CN2CO       UA2FM       OH5Z        OH5LIZ      XT2BR       F8FUA
CN8KD       EA5XX       OK5Z        OK2ZI       XU7AKB      HB9FXL
C08LY       EA7ADH       OM7M        OM3PA       XV9NPS      JA2NPS [d]
CR140AA     CU3AA       OM80PAR     OM3PA       XV9NPS      JA20DB [d]
CR3DX       OM2VL       OP18V       ON4GDV      YE1K        EA5GL
CR3W        DL5AXX      OR2M        ON4IA       YN4RRC      RZ3FW
CR3X        K2PF        OK3LX       OZ0J        YP2XMAS      YO2MSB
CR5E        CT1ILT       OY1OF       M0URX       YP3XMAS      YO9FNP
CT9ABN      OM2VL       P29RR       ZL1BQD      YT27AP       YT1T
CT9ABO      OM3GI       P33W        UA3DX       YP5XMAS      YO9FNP
CW4MAX      EA5GL       PB18XMAS     PD2RKG      YP9XMAS      YO9FNP
CX2BR       EA5GL       PD18SANTA    PD2RKG      YR100U       YO5KDV
DF0HQ       DL5AXX      PE75W       PA0RRS      YT27AP       YT1T
DP1POL       DL1ZBO      PF2018BOL    PA0MBD      YU100APV     YU7APV
DR18WRD     M0SDV       PF2018HAR    PA0MBD      YU70SRV      YU7APV
DT8A        HL2FWD       PF2018LWD    PA0MBD      YW4D         EA7JX
DU3LA       W3HNK       PF2018SLO     PA0MBD      Z3B          Z37CEF
E2A         E21EIC       PF2018STA     PA0MBD      Z68HZ        TA1HZ
E2X         E20GMY       PF2018YLS     PA0MBD      ZA/OU2I       OZ2I
E7CW        E73ESP       PJ2/KF4DX     DL8NU       ZF1A         K6AM
EA5URO      EA5HOX       PJ2DD       PF4T        ZF9CW         K5GO
EA8/IK1PMR   HB9FKK       PJ2ND       K8ND        ZM4T          ZL3IO
EA8CUU      OH6CS        PJ2T         W3HNK       ZR2A          DM5EE
EA8OM       DJ1OJ        PJ4A         K4BAI       ZV7FF         PS8RV
EA9LZ       EA5KB        PJ4K         KU9C        ZW8T          PS8HF

3B8/F4HQZ    Stephane Van Langenhoven, 24 bis rue de Anter Hent, 29830 Ploudalmézéau, France
3D2AG       Antoine de Ramon N'Yeurt, P.O. Box 10842, Laucala Beach Estate, Suva, Fiji
3W1T        Eddy Visser, I.P.O Box 88, Hanoi 10000, Vietnam
6Y6Y        Lester B. Veenstra, 452 Stable Lane, Keyser WV 26726, USA
CX6VM       Jorge Diez Furest, Remigio Castellanos 474, 37000 - Melo, Cerro Largo, Uruguay
EI0R        Declan Craig, 167 Saint James's Road, Dublin 12, D12 W6T4, Ireland
EI7M        John Barry, Lackabeha, Carrigtwohill, Co. Cork, Ireland
FY/F5DKO    Ronan Darchen, B.P. 109, 22700 Perros-Guirec, France
FY5KE       Jacques Mazzoni, 678 route de l'Egalite, 74290 Talloires Montmin, France
HB0A        Amateur Funk Verein Liechtenstein, P.O. Box 629, 9495 Triesen FL, Liechtenstein
JA0JHQ      Nobuaki Hosokawa, 1458-25 Okagami, Asao-ku, Kawasaki-shi, Kanagawa-ken, 215-0027, Japan
KG4AY       David E Peck Jr., 3314 Nina Rd, Gaylord MI 49735, USA
KH6J        Koolau ARC, 47-757 Hui Kelu St. Apt 5, Kaneohe HI 96744, USA
KH7B        Mauna Kea Contest Club, 2446 Belleair Rd, Clearwater FL 33764, USA
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